Social Committee Meeting
April 9, 2008
Minutes

Taking Minutes: Claire O’Sullivan

Present: Dan, Kavitha, Mikhaile, Will, Jia, Dave C., L. David, Meredith, Claire, Yael
Excused Absences: Frank, Jessica, Kirstin, LaRue
Unexcused Absences: Mojoyin, Max, Zahra

I. Barristers Debrief
   • What was good, what wasn’t?
     • David didn’t like the list; thought it was unnecessary
     • People snuck in after midnight without tickets – but they didn’t have wristbands so they probably didn’t get very much booze
     • No alcohol proctors are necessary if we only let in over-21s
     • Will this be a problem? Generally we assume that law students can drink, a few people might not be able to bring dates, but it will be rare
     • Should lock the doors at midnight to avoid people coming in without paying
     • Could use wristbands to prove that ppl paid – or stamps instead bc people hate wristbands and everyone thought they were too tight
     • List was not as big of a hassle as we thought it would be
     • List was useful for people who had lost/forgotten their tickets
     • Pretty much everyone who said they were coming did, some multiple highlights
     • If you accidentally highlight the wrong person there is no way to fix it, that explains the multiple highlights – list is a pretty accurate representation of who came
     • Had to subsidize more than in previous years
     • We would be in favour of cutting food if something needs to be cut
     • Ticket prices could go up by $5 or $10 and that would be fine
     • Totally killed budget, had some extra unanticipated stuff, but overall pretty good
     • Sold more tickets than usual, but the venue was more expensive than we realized, but this is fixable next year
     • Square bar made it easier to get drinks, but nobody at bar was checking wristbands.
     • Bathroom directions would be helpful

II. 1L Hoodie Update (Claire)
   • Hoodies: Crown on the hood
   • If people want to help they should get in touch with Claire
   • Planning to order from customINK.com, could find out where last year’s people ordered from
   • Need people to table, should solicit designs
   • Dan will provide Claire info on previous two years’ hoodie manufacturers.

III. End-of-Finals Party Discussion (Will)
• Last day of exams? Or last day of classes
• Barbeque, ice cream
• John K. Johnson offered to DJ for free (we think)
• Music, 4 kegs and BBQ
• Will has reserved Wien plaza
• If we get stuff from Costco it should be fine – only problem is that someone needs to front the money. Maybe Marta?
• Would be much more economical if we did the barbeque ourselves instead of using catering.
• Maybe other student orgs would also be willing to contribute stuff. Brewmasters definitely willing to provide beer.

IV. What to do with $250 from Emmanuel Bar Review?
• Bagels and brownies on last day of classes.
• Should have a sign this time maybe

V. Transition to new Senate
• After today, new Senate and new VP will be in charge of carrying out remaining events, but outgoing Senators can remain involved in organizing if they would like.

VI. Debrief of the Year in Social Committee
• Should get a senate banner next year to put on things
• People should email Dan with comments if they have them to pass on to next year’s Social Committee